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5. MJK 251 - AND A GIANT LEAP
Today only a few remember MJK 251-1, but in 1983 MJK won
a significant order from a local beach park. MJK delivered the
complete pump control and monitoring system for around 20
pump stations in the area.
MJK had produced pump controls for several pump stations, but
now MJK created a special pump control – The 251.
In the late 70’s-early 80’s controls for pump stations were not
very reliable, not at all standardized and they were absolutely no
match for the current controls. MJK noted, that the Danish market potential was around 10.000
pump stations just on waste
water. As MJK succeeded in selling the MJK 251 to several counties, they realized that a universal
pump control was what MJK
needed, to make a leap into the
waste water business for real.

“We considered creating a universal pump control for some
time. Most of the jobs were, however too specialized for us to
“recycle” our engineering from one job to the next. We knew
that, if we wanted a larger company we had to export; Denmark
was a great market but we needed a larger market to expand
from the 6-8 people, we were at the time, in many ways we
started the long journey, with the decision of following 251 with
a universal solution.”
Now MJK created the well-known 703 pump control, it became
one of our most significant products the next 25 years. 703 was
reliable and very simple to control, it became a great success in
Denmark and in various countries mostly in Europe.
Having universal products, changed MJK from the order producing company to an international export company, expansion
came faster than expected due to the great products. MJK began to participate in tradeshows in the neighbouring countries
and shortly after that the first local dealers helped MJK flourish.

Founder Jens Kruse explains,

The incredible simple circuit in MJK 251, the picture
shows a MJK 251-1 that was produced for and installed at a Danish seaside town. The shown model
will be exhibited in the coming MJK “museum” at our
new domicile from this summer.
MJK 703 was on market for almost 25 years

